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The three beasts were too strong. No matter 
how well the three of them worked together, 
they were unable to gain an 
advantage. 
They were holding on, but it did not mean it 
would last forever. As time went on, the eight of 
them would gradually lose. 
Jack looked on for a moment before he said to 
Dagda, “Alright, it’s time!” 
The moment that was said, Jack attacked 
again. A hundred Soul Swords condensed into 
a massive Soul Sword, shooting right at 
the Ice Toad. The Ice Toad was not as 
intelligent as humans, but it still had a certain 
level of intelligence. 
Earlier, Jack had dealt with three humans in 
one blow. The three beasts remembered it 
clearly, the Ice Toad naturally did not face 
Jack head on, and immediately dodged to the 
side. 



There was immediately an opening amongst 
the three beasts, and the eight warriors slipped 
out of the opening, breaking 
through the beasts. Jack nodded at the eight 
warriors and immediately turned around to rush 
at the concealment formation! 
The eight of them quickly followed behind Jack. 
The three beasts chased after them, and the 
three warriors in the concealment formation 
widened their eyes. They were being 
led toward them! What were they going to do? 
Did they notice them? 
The three of them suddenly broke out in cold 
sweat as their eyes widened. Their hearts were 
racing, feeling like it was going to 
jump out of their throats the next moment. 
Morrison was completely terrified, “What are 
they doing?! Did they notice us? That’s 
impossible! Concealment formations can 
shield us from most senses. That guy clearly 
just walked past us just now, not touching the 
formation at all. He could not have 
noticed us!” 



Reyes frowned, his expression darkened as 
well, “He didn’t notice us? Then what are they 
doing?! That guy should be able to 
deal with those three beasts with no problem at 
all, but he refused to kill them, and led them to 
us instead!” 
Goran’s heart was beating rapidly. His eyes 
were about to pop out of their sockets. 
At that moment, he deeply felt what the true 
meaning of panic was. He did not know if he 
should flee the concealment formation 
right away or gamble his life and remain put. He 
was not sure if those people were targeting 
them, and if those people noticed 
them or not! 
The moment they left the concealment 
formation, they would lose their only security 
net. All of them would be revealed, and the 
moment they were, the other side would not let 
them off. After all, they were so close, that guy 
would definitely start to attack 
them. 
If they did not speak at all, they might be able to 
stay there! He wondered if they should gamble 
on the other side to not notice 



them. If that were the case, then staying there 
would be the safest! 
Time was going by quickly, and the more they 
waited, the more tense the situation was. 
Just as he was hesitating, Jack and the others 
already appeared in front of them. At that 
moment, Jack suddenly raised his hand, 
and Soul Swords appeared. 
The three of them immediately understood that 
Jack had already noticed them a long time ago. 
Looking at the attack that was coming toward 
them, the three of them did not even think about 
it as they immediately fled the 
concealment formation. The three of them 
suddenly appeared, and Dagda and the others 
were stunned. 
Airn’s lips twitched, “So they really are here. 
Those dogs were lying in wait to ambush us. ” 
The battle earlier had happened too quickly, so 
they had not been able to think about the 
details, and had not bothered to think 
about their opponents’ goals. 
Looking at the three that were concealed, they 
were suddenly furious. When Jack told them 
about it, they might have believed 



Jack, but there was still a sliver of doubt in their 
minds. 

   
 


